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In Focus

CC
olour is of paramount 
importance to French 
cosmetic brand Sisley. 
Add to that a blend of 
quality texture, formula 
and targeted skincare 
solutions for every skin 
type with a canny ability 

to translate this into their make-up line 
and the result is make-up with exceptional 
skincare properties. 

WHAT’S NEW?
Phyto-Teint Eclat, the new powder 
foundation, fuses with the skin, transforming 
its appearance as if it were a sheer, 
transparent veil. The formula has staying 
power yet creates a radiant, glowing, 
natural look, invisibly settling on the skin’s 
surface. Foundation coverage combines 
with sheer powder resulting in a luminously 

Seduction 
By sIsley

Sisley is one of the world's premium 
luxury cosmetics and skincare brands. 

With the launch of Phyto-Teint Eclat and 
Phyto-Poudre, the two become one.  

By Alexandra Kohut-Cole

silky complexion and long-lasting soft-focus 
effect as the light is reflected away from 
fine lines and signs of fatigue, at the same 
time mattifying the face and concealing 
any imperfections. A creamy, velvety 
appearance with long-lasting coverage is 
obtained instantly. Sweet almond oil, rose 
wax, extracts of mallow, gardenia and 
linden work to protect the skin. 

The Phyto-Poudre Compacte gives a 
transparent, luminous sheer coverage that 
enhances the complexion. It also minimises 
the appearance of minor flaws and works 
to absorb excess sebum, although the skin 
is kept hydrated with the blend of camellia 
oil and mallow and linden extracts.

 COLOUR ME 
BEAUTIFUL

The Munsell colour system used by image 
consultant and colour analysis company, 

Colour Me Beautiful, is the method that 
Sisley adheres to when it comes to colour 
choice. Colours that work best on a person 
can be determined by gauging hair and eye 
colour and skin tone. To explain this further, 
image consultants Eve Roth Lindsay & 
Liz Kennedy from Colour Me Beautiful 
recommend how to work it with Sisley 
below. Their motto? “You will know when 
you’ve got it right when you notice you 
more than the colour.”

 
COOL DUDES

Cool complexions have pink undertones 
in the skin and either very black or ash-
blonde hair with black, dark brown or blue-
grey eyes. Colours such as Orchid, blue 
and amethyst will look best on you and 
make sure you wear silver jewellery. Many 
of the following recommended colours 
come from Sisley’s newest collection, 

Phyto-Poudre 
Compacte in 
Vanilla brightens 
cool skin



orange hues. For day, try long-lasting 
lipstick in Petale with Phyto-Lip 
Shine in Sheer Coral for a touch of 
colour. For night, switch to a long-
lasting lipstick in Beige Tawny.
Breathe: Phyto-Teint Eclat Compact 
foundation in Soft Beige will bring out the  
golden undertones in your skin.
Lift: Brush Duo Peach on the tops  
of cheeks to lift and brighten the  
whole face.
Sparkle: Dust Sisley’s Banana shadow 
over the eye and blend Jungle and Toffee 
on the lid and crease. To make your eyes 
really pop, dab Mango on the inner eyelid. 
Layer Deep Jungle liner on the lash-line and 
finish with mascara in Deep Brown. 

Baroque Chic, as it contains the rich shades  
of purple that look fabulous with cool-
toned complexions.
Pucker up: For day: Wear Phyto Lip Shine 
in Sheer Baby. For night: Sheer Plum is a 
good darker shade that works well from 
day to night.
Breathe: Phyto-Teint Eclat Compact in 
Vanilla is not too pink and not too orange 
as a foundation colour.
Lift: Apply Phyto Blush Eclat in Duo Rose 
to the apples of the cheeks.
Sparkle: Shades of vanilla, sorbet, 
burgundy and stardust make a beautiful 
combination. Line the eyes with Kohl 
Perfect Style in purple and finish by richly 
coating the lashes with Plum mascara. 

WARM PEOPLE
A warm complexion is an olive one 
with golden tones and  shades 
of deep brown, red or ginger in  
the hair. Colours such as salmon, olive 
green or rust will look great on you, as will 
gold jewellery. 
Pucker up: Any cosmetic in coral can 
brighten up the face as the key for this 
complexion is a balance of pink and warm 

The compact 
Phyto-Teint Eclat

Phyto-Teint Eclat 
in Soft Beige lifts a 
warm complexion

Sheer Burgundy, 
No.6 complements 
cool tones

 "...A continuation of 
skincare, yet with colours 
and seduction.” – Nicolas 

Chesnier,  Sisley' s 
Regional managing  
director, Asia Pacific 
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